MCA of Chicago Technology Committee

Purpose
Investigate and report on technology than can help mechanical contractors increase productivity.

Committee Members
Help the committee stay current by suggesting important topics that have been overlooked by the committee. Suggest new construction technology related ideas to committee. Have an interest in construction technology.

Things to Remember
- Technology is critical.
- Technology is a tool for helping our industry thrive.
- Interested in hardware and networking?

The Technology Committee’s mission is critical to the survival of both MCA and the industry.

Commitment
- Attend technology committee meetings.
- Attend outside technology related training and meetings and report back to the committee.
- Share at least one new technology idea or product per year with the committee.

Goals
- Help plan MCA’s Tech Day Conference. (April 5, 2018)
- Help plan technology related classes with MCA’s CEI.

Contact
- Dan Bulley
dbulley@mca.org
mca.org
(312) 384 - 1220

If your interest is more on the hardware/networking side the IT & Security Committee is probably better suited for you.

Participation is the best way to get the most out of your membership with MCA of Chicago. To join, email kgray@mca.org.